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Groups and Organizations


   Natural foods industry--United States. Natural foods industry--Law and legislation--United States.

   Organizational change. Organizational change--Management.


   Help-wanted advertising--United States. Diversity in the workplace--United States.

   Wages and labor productivity.

   Corporate culture. Personnel management. Organizational effectiveness.

   Privatization--Case studies. Organizational change--Case studies.


Groups and Organizations


Manufacturing industries Management Employee participation Case studies. Organizational change.


Organizational effectiveness. Personnel management Decision making. Personnel management.


Employee motivation. Employees Attitudes.


Organizational behavior. Role expectation. Employee motivation.


Groups and Organizations


   Boards of directors--United States.  Going public (Securities)--United States.
   Organizational change--United States.


   Compensation management.  Personnel management Moral and ethical aspects.
   Distributive justice.  Fairness.

   Railroads United States.  Organizational change United States.


   Employees Training of.  International business enterprises Employees Training of.


   National Education Association of the United States.  Teachers' unions United States.
   Associations, institutions, etc. United States.  Organizational sociology United States.

   Industrial organization United States.  Power (Social sciences) United States.
   Industrial management United States.  Organizational sociology United States.
   Corporations Sociological aspects.

Groups and Organizations


Pay-for-knowledge systems. Organizational effectiveness.


Personnel departments United States Classification.


Grievance procedures--United States.


*Collective bargaining Professions United States.* *Professional employees United States.*


*Quality of work life.*


*School management and organization New York (State) Case studies.* *School superintendents New York (State).* *School boards New York (State).*


*School districts New York (State) Management Case studies.* *School management and organization New York (State) Decision making Case studies.*


*Teachers Job stress.* *Elementary school teachers.* *High school teachers.*


*Communication in organizations Argentina.* *Organization.*


*Evaluation research (Social action programs)--United States.*


*School management and organization New York (State).* *School districts New York (State).*

Groups and Organizations
*Trade associations United States.*

*Decision making Political aspects. Organizational behavior Political aspects. School management and organization New York (State) Decision making Case studies.*

*Industrial management. Alcoholism and employment.*

*Consumer cooperatives.*

*Small groups. Interpersonal relations. Personality.*

*Industrial relations. Property.*

*Consolidation and merger of corporations.*

*School management and organization Decision making.*

*Organizational behavior. Psychology, Applied.*

*Knowledge, Theory of. Industrial management.*

*Organizational behavior.*

*Organization.*

Groups and Organizations
Industrial relations.

Occupational mobility. Organization.

Hospitals Administration Case studies. Organizational behavior Case studies.


Job satisfaction.

Small groups Research.

Community development Turkey. Turkey Rural conditions.

Industrial organization--Brazil--Case studies. Technological innovations--Brazil.

Universities and colleges Study and teaching (Graduate). Universities and colleges Administration.

Groups and Organizations

   Psychology, Industrial. Small groups.


   Organization.

   Job satisfaction. Labor mobility.

   United Way of America Finance.

   Clerks Puerto Rico. Psychology, Industrial.

   Manpower policy New York (State). Organization.


Groups and Organizations


Groups and Organizations

Community development Research. Social service Research. Community organization.


Scientists United States. Universities and colleges Faculty. Organization.


Employees--Rating of--Case studies. Leadership--Case studies.


Organization. Hospitals United States.


Psychology, Industrial Case studies. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Leadership--Case Studies. Social groups--Case studies. Social psychology.


Automobile industry and trade Peru. Industrial sociology Case studies.


Communication in management Case studies. Supervision of employees Case studies. Social interaction Case studies.
1968. M.S. Turney, John Richard. **Technical competence and other leadership role requirements as perceived by technical-professional subordinates and managers in different organizational functions and levels.** Advisor: N. Rosen. 

1967. Ph.D. Balk, Walter L. **Certain social psychological aspects of supervisory performance quantification in large work organizations.** 

1967. M.S. Kimberly, John Robert. **Comparative organizational analysis: an empirical study of rehabilitation organizations.** 
    Organization Case studies. Handicapped Rehabilitation United States.

1967. M.S. McLaren, Andrew Niel. **Job dissatisfactions as functions of individual and organizational variables.** 

1967. M.S. Westacott, George Henry. **Interpersonal trust in Peru.** 


1966. Ph.D. Lundberg, Craig Carl. **Patterns of organizational decisioning: a conceptual scheme and its application in a study of comparative cases in industry.** 

1965. Ph.D. Murray, Victor Vereler Jr. **Some behavioral correlates of felt own power in a simulated work situation.** 
    Small groups. Power (Social sciences). Industrial sociology Case studies. Social groups. Industrial sociology Case studies.

1965. M.S. Rance, David Elvin. **Behavioral, attitudinal and perceptual differences between certain group leaders under conflicting conditions of social support; a laboratory investigation.** 
    Leadership. Social interaction.

1965. M.S. Schwartzbaum, Allan Murray. **The motivation of supervisors to interact horizontally and diagonally.** 

Groups and Organizations
1964. M.S. Balk, Walter L.  **The perception of and behavior toward ambiguous stimuli by two groups.**


1964. M.S. Green, Charles Stanley III.  **Commitment: an approach for the study of social organization and change.**

   Social change. Organization.

1963. Ph.D. Klein, Stuart Marc.  **Work pressure and group cohesion.**

   Psychology, Industrial Case studies. Industrial relations. Social interaction Case studies.

1962. Ph.D. Hinrichs, John Ryland.  **The impact of industrial organization on the attitudes of research chemists.**


   Engineers. Organization.

1958. M.S. Rushforth, Norman Burleigh and New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations.  **Evaluating student conference leadership training; a study utilizing Q-technique.**

   Leadership. Group decision making. Meetings.


1956. M.S. Hodgson, Francis Xavier and United Gas Coke and Chemical Workers of America. Local No.504.  **The birth, life and death of a labor organization in a small industrial plant.**

   Collective bargaining unit Case studies. Collective labor agreements United States Cases.

1956. M.S. Landes, Harold Brian.  **The evaluation of factors of "cohesiveness" in four laundry work groups.**

   Social interaction. Industrial relations. Industrial relations--Case studies.

1954. Ph.D. Richardson, Stephen Alexander.  **The social organization of British and United States merchant ships.**

   Merchant mariners. Industrial relations. Social interaction.

Groups and Organizations
Department stores. Industrial relations.

Shawcross Manufacturing Company, Benton. Industrial relations Case studies.
Social sciences Research. Social interaction.

Employees--Training of--United States.


1951. M.S. Davis, Maria Nekos. An investigation of some factors contributing to the social adjustment of a group of sorority women.
Cornell University--Students.

Clerks (Retail trade) Labor unions United States. Decision making.